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Errata
Leo Anderson’s Leadership Ability
In one printing of Dunwich Horror, Leo Anderson’s 
“Leadership” ability is incorrectly listed as being usable 
once per game. The correct text reads, “Any Phase: Once 
per turn, Leo may prevent 1 point of Stamina or Sanity loss 
for any investigator.”

Correction to Frequently Asked Questions
The following answers are corrected versions of the 
answers to the corresponding questions found in the 
Frequently Asked Questions section provided at the end of 
the rulebook.

Q: If a location card tells an investigator that he may 
move to another location and have an encounter there, 
what happens if the location has any monsters, clue 
tokens, and/or a gate on it?
A: Ignore all monsters and clue tokens at the new loca-
tion. Monsters on the board are only dealt with during the 
Movement Phase. The investigator has a normal Arkham 
Encounters Phase at the new location, following either 
the “Gate” or “No Gate” instructions on pages 8-9 of the 
rulebook.

Q: Exactly where, when, and what can investigators 
trade? 
A: Investigators may trade any time during the Movement 
Phase that they are in the same location, street area, or 
Other World area except during combat. They may trade 
before, during or after movement, which means trading 
does not end a move. Investigators who are delayed or 
who have lost their turn may still trade with other inves-
tigators in the same location, street area, or Other World 

area during the Movement Phase. They may also trade at 
any point during the Investigators Refresh step of battling 
the Ancient One.

They may trade Common Items, Unique Items, Spells, 
the Patrol Wagon, the Deputy’s Revolver, Exhibit Items 
[CotDP], Rail Passes [DH], and Money. They cannot trade 
Clue tokens, Allies, Skills, Retainers, Deputy of Arkham, 
Loans, a Blessing, a Curse, an Injury [DH], a Madness 
[DH], The White Ship [KH], The Great Seal [KH], 
Monster trophies, Gate trophies or any other card not spe-
cifically stated as tradable.  

Lost Carcosa’s Purple Encounter Symbol
Due to a printing error, one of Lost Carcosa’s encounter 
symbols is purple. It should be blue.

Rule Changes and Clarifications
Expansion Setup
During step 8 of game setup, players should shuffle both 
the Injury and Madness decks and place them facedown 
next to the board. Whenever players draw an Injury or 
Madness card, they draw randomly from top of the appro-
priate deck.

Combining Multiple Expansions
If using more than one expansion board at once (both 
Dunwich and Innsmouth, for example), place both boards 
above the Arkham board during setup, arranging them 
so that their Other Worlds sections (or Deep Ones Rising 
track) line up along a single edge. It does not matter which 
board is closest to the Arkham board or the order of subse-
quent boards.

The rules are unchanged when using more than one 
expansion city, except that the number of players should 
be counted as being one less for each expansion board 
in play beyond the first. So, if six players are playing a 
game using both Dunwich and Innsmouth (for a total of 
two expansion cities), they are counted as having one less 
player, for a total of five players. This modified number 
of players is used only for determining the monster limit, 
the maximum number of monsters that may be in the 
Outskirts, the maximum number of gates that can be open 
at once, and the number of monsters that are drawn and 
placed when a gate opens. It reduces the level of difficulty 
for the players since they have so much more ground to 
cover. However, it does not apply to various card effects 
(such as Rumor mythos cards), to the number of successes 
needed to remove a doom token in the Final Battle, nor to 
the number of gate trophies the investigators must have for 
a victory by closing all the gates on the board.

This handicap cannot drop the modified number of players 
below one, and it is recommended that players play with 
more investigators if it would do so.
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Finally, if specifically using both Dunwich and Innsmouth 
together, increase the number of gates that must be open at 
the same time to awaken the Ancient One by one.

No special rules are required to use the smaller expansions 
(e.g., Curse of the Dark Pharaoh or The King in Yellow) in 
conjunction with the expansion cities.

Wilson Richards’s Infinite Focus
One of the encounters for the Unvisited Isle instructs the 
player to “draw Spells equal to your focus,” and one of 
the encounters for the Other World instructs the player to 
“gain Clue tokens equal to your focus.” However, Wilson 
Richards, the handyman character from The Dunwich 
Horror expansion, has infinite focus. For these encounters 
or any use of Focus aside from setting skill sliders, treat 
his focus as being 4.

Note that in some printings of Dunwich Horror, Wilson’s 
Focus is listed as 4 and his “Jack of All Trades” ability 
states, “Upkeep: When adjusting skills, Wilson may set each 
of his sliders to any stop he wishes, regardless of his focus.” 
This is mechanically identical to the intent of his original 
investigator sheet as described in the previous paragraph.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: If the number of monsters in Arkham is at the monster 
limit, and a monster that is in Dunwich moves to the Sky, 
what happens to that monster? It seems that it should be 
moved the Outskirts, but the rules state that "Monsters on 
the Dunwich board do not count against the monster limit 
and do not go to the Outskirts.”
A: The monster is moved to the Outskirts. The Sky is con-
sidered part of Arkham (since it is on the Arkham board), 
so a Dunwich monster moving to the sky is no longer 
considered a Dunwich monster. A monster that is arriving 
in Arkham is moved to the Outskirts if its arrival would 
exceed the monster limit.

Investigators
Q: When Leo Anderson’s “Get to Work” Personal Story 
[IH] is in play, do exhausted Allies still give their bonus-
es?
A: Yes.

Investigator Abilities
Q: Can Jacqueline Fine use her Precognition ability to 
force a new draw for the Mythos Card drawn during 
setup?
A: Yes.

Q: Does Wilson Richards’ Odd Jobs ability count as hav-
ing an encounter?
A: No.

Q: Given Diana Stanley’s Dark Insight ability, when an 
Ancient One awakens before its doom track is full, does 

she gain 1 Sanity or 1 Stamina for each doom token that it 
takes to fill the track?
A: No.

Q: How does Martial Arts (Skill) [KH] interact with Marie 
Lambeau’s Third Eye ability? If she is not using the third 
hand, does she get a +2 for this empty hand as well?
A: It doesn’t interact as the third hand is only used for 
Spells. She gets no bonus for this empty hand.

Investigator Cards
Q: Can you simultaneously be Deputy of Arkham and hold 
a Sheldon Gang Membership?
A: Yes, you can do both simultaneously.

Q: What happens to Bank Loans if Shudde M’ell (Ancient 
One) destroys the Bank of Arkham?
A: The Boston Branch takes over the loan, which means 
you still must roll for the bank.

Tasks and Missions
Q: How exactly do Tasks (Common Items) and Missions 
(Unique Items) work?
A: Each Task and Mission card lists a series of locations, 
street areas, or Other World areas. To complete the Task 
or Mission an investigator must do the following for each 
location or area on the list in the order that it is listed:

1. End the Movement Phase in the listed location or area.

2. Remain in the listed location for the entirety of Arkham 
Encounter Phase. In the case of a Task, the player places 
a Clue token (from the general supply) on the Task at the 
end of the Arkham Encounters Phase. This indicates that 
he has completed a step of the Task.

3. In the case of a Mission, the investigator must still be 
in the listed location or area during the Perform Upkeep 
Actions step of the Upkeep Phase of the following turn, 
having not moved from the location or area for any reason. 
The investigator may then spend or discard the sacrifice 
listed on the Mission to place a Clue token (from the gen-
eral supply) on the Mission to indicate he has completed a 
step of the Mission.

4. Once the number of Clue tokens on the Task or Mission 
is equal to the number of listed locations or areas, the 
investigator immediately receives the Payoff (in the 
case of a Task) or the Effect takes place (in the case of a 
Mission). The player then returns the Task or Mission to 
the box and discards the Clue tokens on the card.

Unique Items
Q: Do you get a gate trophy when you use De Vermiis 
Mysteriis (Unique Item)?
A: Yes. 

Q: Can an investigator use the Mi-Go Brain Case (Unique 
Item) to switch place with another investigator or a mon-
ster who is in The Causeway [KH], Wireless Station [KH], 
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Strange High House in the Mist [KH], Devil Reef [IH], or 
Y’ha-nthlei [IH]?
A: Yes.

Q: Can an investigator who is in The Causeway [KH], 
Wireless Station [KH], Strange High House in the Mist 
[KH], Devil Reef [IH], or Y’ha-nthlei [IH] use the Mi-Go 
Brain Case (Unique Item) to switch places with another 
investigator or a monster in Arkham?
A: Yes.

Spells
Q: How does the Lure Monster (Spell) function if Kate 
Winthrop (Investigator) [AH] uses it?
A: As normal since the monster is “moving” not “appear-
ing.”

Q: If an investigator successfully casts the Wrack spell 
during the Movement Phase can he continue moving after-
wards?
A: Yes.

Skills
Q: If I have Grapple (Skill) and am using the Shotgun 
(Common Item) [AH], does a die roll of 5 count as two 
successes?
A: No, only natural 6s count. 

Monsters
Q: If a monster surge occurs and no gates appear on the 
Mythos Card, such as Strange Sightings!, where do you 
place the Children of Abhoth?
A: Draw the next Mythos Card for the location.

Q: If you fail an Evade check against The Beast (Mask 
monster), does that count as failing a Combat check and 
are you then devoured if you also fail the Horror check?
A: Yes.

Spawn Monsters
Q: Do “return monsters to the cup” effects work on Spawn 
monsters? Can the Feds Raiding Arkham! (Mythos Card) 
[AH] actually get rid of Spawn monsters?
A: No. Spawn monsters should never be returned to the 
cup by card effects like Feds Raid Arkham!

Q: Do Spawn monsters count towards the Monster Limit? 
If so, do they go in the Outskirts if the Monster Limit has 
been reached and they try to appear?
A: No in both cases.

Q: If the Dunwich Horror track is filled as a result of a 
game effect that moves monsters with a moon dimensional 
symbol, is the Dunwich Horror’s special movement ability 
activated as soon as it appears?
A: No, but if a game effect moves monsters with a moon 
symbol later in that same turn, the special movement abil-
ity is resolved as normal.

Gate Bursts
Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at Kate Winthrop’s [AH] loca-
tion, what happens? Does she prevent a Gate Burst from 
removing a seal?
A: The Gate Burst is completely prevented. The seal 
remains.

Q: If a Gate Burst is prevented for whatever reason, do 
flying monsters still move? If Atlach-Nacha [KH] is the 
Ancient One, does every Mythos Card with a gate cause 
the flying monsters to move?
A: Yes to both.

Q: If a Gate Burst occurs at a location which already has 
an open gate is there a monster surge?
A: Yes.

Vortices
Q: Do flying monsters ever go into vortices?
A: In rare situations, yes. As a result of casting the Implant 
Suggestion spell [KH] for example.

Ancient One Powers
Q: Are there additional locations in the Kingsport or 
Innsmouth Horror expansions unaffected by Tsathoggua’s 
Malaise power?
A: It does not affect the special abilities of Wireless 
Station [KH], The Causeway [KH], Devil Reef [IH], 
Innsmouth Jail [IH], and Y’ha-nthlei [IH]. It also does not 
affect the special ability of the street area Sawbone Alley 
[IH].

Battling the Ancient One
Q: Do the attacks of Glaaki and Shudde M’ell occur once 
per turn or once per player per turn of the Final Battle?
A: Once per turn.
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